Abstract-XML based representations of music, such as the standard IEEE 1599, usually describe in detail all features of music as found in scores and/or synchronizes different music layers to allow navigation. The enhancement proposed here adds to this kind of definitions musicological concepts, allowing the future realization of inferences for an analytical understanding of a piece of tonal music. To this aim, an ontology about tonal music is defined and two initial prototypes, concerning the application of the semantic web technology, have been developed. The prototypes here describe in detail tonal music element formalizations and an example of the application of an inference rule about intervals.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distinctive features of the new XML-based standard IEEE 1599 [1, 2] are: the possibility of describing all musical entities found in a score expressed in Common Western Notation (CWN); its ability, to synchronize different music layers [3] , so that music can be heard, seen at the level of score and libretto, of additional images and videos, and even graphical representations for music that cannot be expressed in CWN. And, lastly, the possibility of extending the standard, using the intrinsic property of XML, for special purposes such as proprietary score writing, research projects and experimental music.
This property is studied in the present work, which proposes how to gradually build a set of clauses that describe the key items used in composition and analysis of pieces of tonal music, as known in the West since the 17 th century, and still in use today [4] . The kernel of the extension is a set of music entities or resources, starting from notes to advanced harmonic devices, which can be used as a dynamic knowledge base by a set of inferences, which can be as size-able and flexible as a given project needs. An ontological model is exploited here to capture the features of tonal music. Few illustrating examples of how to model the resources involved by means of a semantic web will be given here, after a short introduction of the basic concepts.
II. TONAL MUSIC
It has been the music of the West for the last four centuries and beyond, that for which the singer or performer moves within a frame of reference, called tonality, from which derives the concept of key. The key is, eventually, one note which is heard as representing the first step of a scale ordering of the notes of a piece, and often it is the first and the last note of the piece.
The next paragraphs introduce gradually these concepts, together with their encoding in XML, in a way compatible with IEEE 1599.
A. The Notes
An international standard defines note a as a sound with the frequency of 440 Hz. From it, all other notes are derived in order in the following row: a, (a#), b, c, (c#), d, (d#), e, f, (f#), g, (g#).
For historical reasons, there are 5 of the 12 notes in parenthesis which correspond to the black keys of a piano, while the other 7 are the white keys, called natural. In Western tonal music, only the major and minor modes have been retained, which enjoy a special relationship explained below. The others, which relate to ancient pre-tonal music, have been mentioned for the sake of completeness.
B. The Intervals
It is a peculiar characteristic of Western music that of having a vertical dimension, namely, that several notes can be played at the same time -while about two thirds of World music is monodic, namely, only one note is played at a given time. This happens thanks to the definition of intervals, music entities consisting of two notes played together. Among the most important intervals we can mention the: unison, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and octave. For example, an interval of a second with 2 semitones is c-d.
C. Chords
More than two intervals can be played together, superimposed in thirds. This gives rise to chords with three or four notes.
For example, a vertical assembly of g-b-d-f is a dominant-seventh chord in the key of C-major. Another simpler example of a chord is the simultaneous playing of c-g-e.
D. Four-Part Harmony
This is a model used in Western music schools to emphasize the aspect of harmony, which is the ability of assembling sounds or notes sounding together and of concatenating them. In this model, meters are very simple and generally two halves or three halves, no expression such as forte is given, melody plays a limited role, and music color is non-existent. Pieces consist merely of sequences of four-note chords -often, one note is repeated in the vertical assembly -of the same duration. The four voices are called, from top to bottom, soprano, alto, tenor and bass. The following Fig. 1 is a trivial example of a piece in four-part harmony. A trivial music piece in four-part harmony.
The importance of this model consists of the fact that, at least in theory, it is always possible to analytically reduce a piece of tonal music into its four-part structure, to extract its purely harmonic contents. Hence, for any piece of music, no matter how many voices and instruments it is played with, it is possible to identify the structural soprano and the bass. Various analytical techniques -Schenkerian analysis, metric reductioncould be implemented with a set of XML inferences.
E. The Special Relationship between a Major Mode and its Corresponding Minor
If one considers the key of C with note c-d-e-f-g-a-b, C-major, it can be seen that it contains the same note as the set a-b-c-d-e-f, which is called its corresponding minor, in this case a-minor. Western tonal music has used this fact in order to let a piece move freely between one key and its corresponding minor, the first degree of which is found a minor third below that of the major. Hence, the corresponding minor of, say, F-major is d-minor. The notes are, as stated, the same, except that, for melodic reasons, in the minor mode some notes may be raised, i.e. g and f may become g# and f#.
This fact is used in the determination of the key of a piece, which could be e.g. both F-major and d-minor (and even g-dorian, which is beyond the scope of this article).
III. AN ONTOLOGICAL MODEL FOR TONAL MUSIC
Within the context of above, an interesting and powerful extension to the previous IEEE 1599 model, which also overcome other music ontologies (e.g. [7] ), can be based on a semantic web where the set of music entities are modeled as RDF resources [8] , starting from notes to advanced harmonic devices, that can be used as a dynamic knowledge base by a set of inferences, which can be as sizeable and flexible as a given project needs. An ontological model is exploited here to capture tonal music features, working at the basic granularity level of notes, etc., differently from the Music Ontology Specification [7] which covers mainly a higher level about composition, recording, artist, medium, etc. Few illustrating examples of how to model these resources by means of a semantic web will be given here, after a short introduction of the basic concepts.
A. The Ontology Formalization for Tonal Music
The semantic web is a new form of web content which provides standard languages for expressing both data and rules for reasoning about the data. These languages encompass RDF (Resource Description Framework) [8] for metadata representation, OWL (Ontology Web Language) [9] for ontology representation, and other various formats for rules representation (RuleML, TRIPLE, N3, RDQL, RIF). An important common feature of most of these semantic web languages is that they are based on the Extensible Markup Language (XML). Therefore, RDF and OWL languages inherit all the beneficial features of XML including the definition of computable, self-descriptive, re-usable, non-proprietary documents. The Semantic Web is a net of interconnected resources which define the contents and their relationships. The same contents may be shared and processed both by humans and computer programs. A number of operations can be effectively executed on this semantic net including re-use, association/aggregation, integration, visualization, and automated processing /inferences.
In particular, semantic web technologies are mature enough to be exploited and applied to the development of the tonal music model (Fig. 2) . A semantic web-based environment provides a support for a shared representation of different notes facilitating their combinations in various modes.
A key point in this modeling is the definition of a computable OWL ontology about tonal music, which represents a structural model of the resources world and which is detailed below.
On the basis of this ontology, a number of resources, i.e. notes, intervals, etc, can be described in XML as a semantic web of interconnected RDF resources in RDF document.
Within the ontology definition, the granularity level of the resource basic elements (notes) is a determinant aspect of their representation and will heavily impact on their aggregation. The user can interact with the resources which can be presented in an active way, facilitating the functionalities knowledge discovery in the tonal music, e.g. about specific intervals or chords. The resulting formalization is outlined in Appendix A by detailing some of the main features contained in the .owl XML document.
Once the ontology has been defined, as mentioned above, a number of note instances can now be described in RDF as Note resources (individuals), on the basis of the ontology. 
The definition of the ontology and instances in Protégé
In this prototype, the main 12 notes have been formalised initially with the help of the Protégé tool (http://protege.stanford.edu/) for the definition of the ontology and instantiating its individuals (see Fig. 3 ). In a second step, they have been manually refined. The notes defined include, according to the ionian mode: c, c-sharp, d, d-sharp, e, f, f-sharp, g, g-sharp, a, b. It is worth noting that the previously named "c#" note (and similar ones) is here and in the rest referred to as "c-sharp" for simplicity in the XML representation.
They are formalized in the form of XML RDF resource instances as shown in the following excerpt:
<?xml version="1.0"?> <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns# xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" xmlns="http://www.supsi.ch/TonalMusic#" xml:base="http://www.supsi.ch/TonalMusic/"> <Note rdf:ID="c"> <name rdf:datatype="…#string">c</name> <solfege-name …>Do</solfege-name> <piano-key …>white</piano-key> </Note> <Note rdf:ID="c-sharp"> <name rdf:datatype="...#string">c-sharp</name> <piano-key rdf:datatype="...">black</piano-key> <is-one-semitone-above rdf:resource="#c"/> </Note> [...] <Note rdf:ID="b"> <name rdf:datatype="...#string">b</name> <solfege-name ...>Si</solfege-name> <piano-key rdf:datatype="...">white</piano-key> <is-one-semitone-above rdf:resource="#a-sharp"/> </Note> </rdf:RDF>
B. Examples
A number of examples of an interval and some possible inferences on the notes are sketched here. On the basis of the definition of a primitive set of resources, which represent all the notes and their combinations, a further step is an inference system where sizeable and flexible rules allow asking for desired derivations in the form of intervals and chords.
1) Intervals as written in Jazz
Recalling the previously mentioned interval of a second, namely c-d, we can now represent it by explicitly adding the relation which links the note c to the note d with the expression:
<makes-interval rdf:resource="#d"/>
The complete definition of the c note is now:
<Note rdf:ID="c"> <name rdf:datatype="…#string">c</name> <solfege-name …>Do</solfege-name> <piano-key …>white</piano-key> <makes-interval rdf:resource="#d"/> </Note> Alternatively, we could express such an interval property by means of an inference rule, as described in the next section.
C. Examples of inferences
Our prototype, based on Jena2, includes a general purpose rule-based reasoner. This allows a rule to be basically defined with an optional name, a list of body terms (premises), and a list of head terms (conclusions) according to a simple syntax template:
[ In this rule, it is asserted that if a note (the ?Note variable)
is-one-semitone-above another note (?AnotherNote), it is possible to conclude that the ?AnotherNote makes an interval with the first note (?Note).
The first prototype for a graphical interface presents, in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively, the status of the semantic web world before and after the application of the rule. In fact, in Fig. 4 no rules are chosen to be applied (a so called raw model is used) and there are no inferences in the list of existing facts about the world. On the other hand, in Fig. 5 IntervalRule is selected and the list of inferred intervals appears below.
Similarly, it is possible to define other generic or more specific rules which extend the explicit world of knowledge about the notes by adding derived conclusions.
Figure 6.
The graphical interface of the NoteEngine prototype for tonal music.
The semantic web world of resources and inferences about tonal music that can be structured according to the ontological model introduced here represents a first step for a system which, after the configuration of appropriate rules, can answer various questions such as:
Question: Which chord does the vertical assembly of note d -f -g -b correspond to, if any?
It can answer with a conclusion like: Answer: Reordered as g -b -d -f, it is a dominantseventh chord in the key of C-major.
A further development of the prototype consists of considering chords, progressions, and harmonies, and is deployed with a graphical user interface as the NoteEngine interactive web application based on web services, as shown in Fig. 6 .
II. CONCLUSIONS
The work presented in this paper is only a first step to represent something as vast and complex as the tonal system. Nevertheless, it shows the power of a semantic web based extension to other XML based approaches such as IEEE 1599, which lends itself to representing musicological entities that were not considered by its designers.
APPENDIX A THE TONAL MUSIC ONTOLOGY
The tonal music ontology consists of an RDF-XML document and is presented here as a commented excerpt of the OWL specification. <owl:Class rdf:ID="Note"/>
